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Abstract
Recent theory posits, and empirical research supports, that individuals seek out, and in some situations
avoid, information for psychological reasons. Using a novel panel data set on daily investor online
logins for a large sample of 401(k) and other retirement accounts, we find strong support for selective
attention to personal portfolio information that appears to be unrelated to trading-based motivations. In
particular, the number of investors who login to their account falls by over 11% after market declines.
This positive correlation between investor attention and market returns is consistent with a theory in
which information directly affects investor utility. The attention/return correlation and the overall level
of attention are also both strongly related to investor demographics (gender, age) and financial condition
(wealth, portfolio holdings). Investors also pay less attention to their portfolios when news media
attention to the stock market is low and when the VIX index for future stock volatility is high.
JEL: G02, D03, D83
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I. Introduction
The role of attention in economic behavior is a complex and multi-faceted phenomenon.
Attention is both an input required to process and act on information and a cognitive pathway through
which individuals experience and derive utility from their environment. In finance, investor attention has
been studied at the level of individual stocks (e.g., attention grabbing in Barber and Odean, 2008) and
accounting disclosures (e.g., limited attention in Hirshleifer and Teoh, 2003, and Hirshleifer, Lim, and
Teoh, 2009). In contrast, rather than studying what stocks and which disclosures investors pay attention
to, this paper is the first comprehensive investigation of how often, and when, investors pay attention to
their personal portfolios.
The standard model of investor behavior assumes that investors maximize their expected utility
from a flow of consumption over time (Merton, 1973). This standard model is usually implemented in a
way that has little role for attention. Investors are costlessly informed about their financial condition. In
addition, with time-separable utility, information about day-to-day fluctuations in portfolio values
affects investor utility only indirectly via its impact on trading and consumption decisions. In such
models, current return information has no impact on current investor utility unless it leads to an
immediate change in current consumption.
There are good reasons to suspect that investor attention is more complex. First, attention is not
costless. Consequently, rational investors will only acquire and pay attention to financial information
when the increased expected utility from better information exceeds the costs of acquiring and
processing information (see Gabaix and Laibson, 2001; and Abel, Eberly, and Panageas, 2007 for
models of dynamic portfolio optimization problem with costly information processing). Second,
investors often describe themselves as experiencing day-to-day swings in utility—pleasure and pain—
from fluctuations in the value of their portfolios. They feel good when their portfolio increases in value
and badly when its value drops. In other words, fluctuations in portfolio values give rise to immediate
emotion swings.2 Consequently, portfolio information is not just an input into financial decision2

Investment advisors provide anecdotal evidence of the emotional impact of market fluctuations on investors and the need
for emotional “hand-holding” – that is, preventing clients from making rash decisions in the heat of the moment, particularly
following large losses. An article in the Daily Bell Newswire on 9/20/2011 titled “Advisers emphasize calm as global
depression gathers” cites a survey by Russell Investments finding that “more than half (55%) of advisors say the most
valuable service they provide to clients in or near retirement ‘is helping the client maintain perspective and think clearly
about events and trends.’" (http://thedailybell.com/2969/Advisers-Emphasize-Calm-as-Global-Depression-Gathers). An
article in the Kansas City Business Journal titled “Stock market’s wild ride has financial advisers calming jittery clients”
stated that “The stock market roller-coaster ride of the past few weeks has local investment advisers busy trying to calm the
fears of clients and keep them focused on long-term investment strategy.” An article in The Indianapolis Business Journal
on 9/2/2011 titled “Investment guru on calming clients,” quotes advisor Michael Bosway saying that “In a tumultuous time,
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making; investors also experience positive and negative utility directly from the information itself. The
emotional impact of unfavorable (favorable) information is a cost (reward) to attention in addition to
transactional and opportunity costs. Consequently, investors may make attention decisions to manage
their exposure to positive and negative information.
Recent theory and empirical research in economics supports the idea that people seek out, and in
some cases deliberately avoid, information, not only for instrumental decision-making purposes but also
for psychological reasons. For example, people sometimes avoid medical testing, even when the results
could provide useful information about whether to obtain treatment (Lyter et al., 1987; Lerman et al.,
1996; Lerman et al., 1999; Caplin and Eliaz, 2003; Köszegi, 2003; Thornton, 2008; Oster et al., 2013).
The standard economics of information predicts that information will never be avoided since it can lead
to improved decisions. In contrast, models in which utility depends directly on beliefs (e.g., Caplin and
Leahy, 2001) or in which attention entails cognitive costs (e.g., Gabaix, 2013) help make sense of the
observation that people sometimes deliberately avoid obtaining information, even when it is seemingly
free and potentially useful.
One possible cause of selective attention to information is disappointment aversion. If people
react more strongly to negative than to positive news, they may avoid obtaining news. Köszegi (2009;
2010) examines implications of this idea for individual behavior (e.g., whether to obtain medical tests)
and for interpersonal interactions (e.g., a distaste for information can cause a better informed agent to
convey biased information to a less well informed principal who then discounts the information even
when both parties’ incentives are aligned). Information avoidance can also be motivated by a desire to
maintain optimism. Oster, Shoulson and Dorsey (2013) study the behavior of individuals at risk for
Huntington disease. They find low rates of testing and high rates of optimism among those at risk for
but untested for Huntington. Their findings are consistent with the optimal beliefs model of Brunnermeir
and Parker (2005) in which people can hold beliefs which differ from objective probabilities, augmented
with the assumption that such self-delusion is no longer possible after obtaining definitive test results.
In yet a third perspective, Karlsson, Loewenstein and Seppi (2009) propose that investors seek
out or avoid information about their portfolio returns due to an attention amplification effect (see, also,
Golman and Loewenstein, 2012). Their idea is that definitively knowing something has a greater impact
we spend more time trying to talk people out of things than trying to talk them into things. They all want to run for the hills,
whereas we need to look at it as, rather than following the herd, you have to go against the herd [and consider investing].
That’s where the opportunities really lie.” (http://www.ibj.com/leading-questions-investment-guru-on-calmingclients/PARAMS/article/29248)
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on utility than merely suspecting it. The model is related to the notion of realization utility (Barberis
and Xiong, 2012; Ingersoll and Jin, 2013) in which trading produces a burst of utility—i.e., that realized
gains and losses confer greater utility than paper gains and losses—but with the modification that now it
is looking (rather than trading) that produces the utility-magnifying effect. If the amplification effect is
strong enough, investors exhibit an ostrich effect; they will prefer to pay attention to their portfolios
when they expect to see good news (e.g., following positive stock market reports in the public media)
than when they expect to see bad news.3
Attention affects individual investor households but it also can potentially affect market prices.
Our paper begins with a theoretical model which illustrates various channels through which investor
attention behavior can have an impact on equilibrium asset pricing and market risk premia. This model
sets the stage for our empirical analysis.
To study investor attention empirically requires an observable metric for attention. Karlsson et
al. (2009) use online account logins as an observable proxy for investors’ decisions to pay attention to
their personal portfolios. The maintained assumption is that when investors log in to check their
portfolio, they are also paying attention to that information. Since checking an online account is trivially
easy, the costs of logins are primarily the psychological and opportunity (time) costs of attention.
Previously, trading has been used as a proxy for attention. However, trading has an errors-in-variable
problem in that trading is the combined result of both attention and an active decision to do something.
Investors may, however, pay attention to their financial condition even when they decide not to trade.
Empirically, we show that trading drastically understates investor attention relative to account logins.
Our account-login metric is similar to the Google search metric in Da, Engelberg, and Gao (2011)
except that our focus is on investor attention to their personal portfolios as opposed to attention to
particular stocks.
Karlsson et al. (2009) find empirical support for the ostrich effect using aggregate data on the
total daily number of logins for retail accounts at an American investment company (Vanguard) and
from the Swedish Premium Pension Authority. Eil and Rao (2011) also find support for the ostrich
effect in experiments in which subjects who receive unfavorable (favorable) preliminary signals about
personal attributes—e.g., beauty, intelligence—exhibit lower (higher) willingness-to-pay for definitive
information about their personal attributes. In contrast, concurrent work by Gherzi, Egan, Haisley, and
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Galai and Sade (2006) use the term “the ostrich effect” to refer to a related, but somewhat different phenomenon.
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Ayton (2012) finds contradictory evidence that logins increase after large market downturns as well as
after upturns for a sample of volunteer investors.
In the current paper, we analyze a unique panel data set of individual account-level daily logins
for a large anonymous sample of 401(k) and other retirement accounts over a two-year period (20072008). These data allow us to test a range of predictions and phenomena that cannot be analyzed with
aggregate data. For example, aggregate patterns of attention may not describe the behavior of any
individual, but rather may reflect a composite blend of a variety of different individuals’ behaviors. With
panel data, we can examine individual behaviors and study the relation between attention, trading, news,
and investor demographic and financial characteristics. To the best of our knowledge, ours is the first
large-scale study of attention of “ordinary” individual investors. In particular, investors here are free
from any possible effects that volunteering to be study-subjects might have on attention, whether
through selection or self-awareness.
Empirically, we document a wide range of patterns in retail investor attention. The login data
show that investor attention has a component directly related to trading, but a large portion of investor
attention does not appear to be connected to any immediate trading purpose. However, this second
component is consistent with information-dependent utility and the ostrich effect which, in turn, may
affect how investors value stock when they do trade. Using our panel data, we are specifically able to
identify a large number of ostrich investors who look at their portfolio less when the stock market is
down than when it is up. This ostrich behavior is robust to a wide range of specifications and is
consistent across calendar years with very different market dynamics. We also identify a smaller subset
of investors who have the opposite response to market returns. We call these investors anti-ostriches.
Investor attention is also affected by other market conditions. We find that logins are increasing in news
media reporting about the stock market and are decreasing in the VIX index as a measure of
expectations about future stock market volatility.
Ostrich behavior varies systematically with investor demographic characteristics and portfolio
holdings. For example, ostrich behavior appears to be stronger in men than in women and also increases
with the fraction of stock in an investor’s portfolio. Our panel data also let us to study the stability of
individual attention behavior. Past economic research has identified a set of personal characteristics,
such as time preference and risk preference, which are assumed to be stable over time and across
domains of behavior.4 It is possible that other behaviors—such as whether someone is a spendthrift or
4

Empirical evidence on the actual stability of such factors is mixed (Dohmen et al., 2011; Meier and Sprenger, 2010).
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tightwad (Rick, Cryder and Loewenstein, 2008) or, here, whether someone exhibits ostrich behavior—
might also be stable personality traits. Estimating the strength of ostrich behavior in 2007 and 2008
separately, we find that investors who are ostriches in one year are also likely to be ostriches in the
other, despite sharp differences in market conditions from one year to the next. This suggests that
ostrich behavior is, indeed, a relatively stable individual personality trait.
Our work contributes, more broadly, to a growing literature on the economics of attention. Other
research in this vein examines differential consumer attention to explicit versus shrouded good attributes
(e.g., the purchase price versus ink prices for laser printers in Gabaix and Laibson, 2006), the impact of
taxes and payment medium on consumer demand (e.g., Chetty, Looney and Kroft, 2009; Finkelstein,
2009), market-segmentation of products (Bordalo, Gennaioli and Shleifer, 2013) and the impact of the
day on which earnings are announced (Dellavigna and Pollet, 2009). One noteworthy feature in our
study is that attention is a dependent variable rather than an explanatory variable. In this respect, our
paper can be seen as a field study version of recent research in economics employing process-tracing
techniques to investigate information acquisition by decision-makers (e.g., Gabaix et al, 2006; Payne,
Bettman and Johnson, 1988) and players of economic games (e.g., Camerer et al., 1993; Costa-Gomes
and Crawford, 2006; Crawford, 2008).
More specifically, our work contributes to an emerging understanding of the microeconomic
foundations of investor behavior. First, our findings provide new and strong evidence that investors have
information-dependent utility. In particular, investors appear to manage the psychological impact of
predictably favorable and unfavorable personal portfolio information (based on the composition of their
portfolios and public news about market index returns) in their information acquisition and attention
decisions. This is important because information-dependent utility is a critical assumption in recent
asset pricing models with recursive preferences (Kreps and Porteus, 1978; Epstein and Zin, 1989; Weil,
1990; see also a survey in Backus, Zin, and Routledge, 2004) and in long-run risk models of the equity
premium (Bansal and Yaron, 2004). In these models, changes in information change the market pricing
kernel in ways that can explain significant asset pricing anomalies (see also Benartzi and Thaler, 1995;
Gneezy and Potter, 1997; and Barberis, Huang, and Santos, 2001). Second, our results suggest that
investor timing preferences for the resolution of uncertainty are path-dependent on past market returns,
which could induce additional time-variation in risk premia. In contrast, timing preferences in the
standard recursive preference model are fixed by the risk aversion parameter and the intertemporal
elasticity of substitution. Third, our results suggest that investor risk preferences may arise from
6

behavioral adaptations (when and what to pay attention to) as well as from innate psychological
predispositions. In other words, risk preferences are not simply innate psychological traits but rather are
partly a consequence of active behaviors which investors use to manage the utility impact of news. By
paying less attention in down markets than in up markets, we conjecture that ostriches are reducing the
ex post impact of negative news and, thereby, may be increasing their ex ante risk-bearing capacity.
This is consistent with our empirical result that ostrich behavior and equity portfolio holdings are
positively correlated. Fourth, our results illustrate a new channel through which emotions enter financial
decision-making (e.g., see Hirshleifer and Shumway, 2003; and Edmans, Garcia, and Norli, 2007, for
the impact of weather and sport outcomes). Fifth, attention has a direct effect on trading. Mechanically,
investors must pay attention to their finances when they trade. Moreover, even when they are simply
paying attention to their portfolio for behavioral reasons, this still creates increased awareness about
their portfolio and the possibility to recognize trading opportunities. Conversely, when investors avoid
paying attention to their portfolios, they are not trading. At an individual level, we find evidence that
the ostrich effect may help investors to avoid personal trading mistakes such as overreacting to market
downturns. All of this sheds new light on household finance (Campbell, 2006) and how individual retail
investors actually behave in financial markets. It also establishes empirically the existence of patterns of
aggregate attention behavior which our theoretical model shows have the potential to affect aggregate
order flows and asset pricing.
The outline for this paper is as follows: Section II explains theoretically why attention can matter
for asset pricing. Section III describes our login panel data, and, since login data are new to finance
research, gives some basic descriptive facts about online logins. Section IV investigates the drivers of
attention across investors and over time, including the prevalence, form, and robustness of the ostrich
effect. Section V examines the impact of two other variables, media attention and market volatility, on
investor attention. Section VI examines the impact of investor characteristics on individual login
behavior and trading. Section VII concludes.

II. Attention and market-clearing
Attention matters for individual household behavior and also potentially for market pricing.
Karlsson, et al. (2009) presents a decision-theoretic model of optimal attention for individual investors.
In this section, we extend that analysis to illustrate how investor attention can induce different types of
price volatility and time-varying market risk premia. Rather than explicitly solving for a dynamic
7

equilibrium with endogenous attention and trading, we use the market-clearing condition to gain insight
into the interaction between attention and pricing.5
Consider a simple market with discrete dates and investors who make portfolio allocation
decisions about how much to invest in bonds and in a stock index. For simplicity, suppose there are two
types of investors. The first is a group of discretionary retail investors who optimize when they pay
attention to their personal finances. Their attention decisions are driven by two types of utility which
they experience from their investments: Consumption utility from their investment cash flows and
informational utility from knowledge about their investment performance. The portfolio holdings of
individual investors of this type will differ cross-sectionally because different individuals pay attention
and trade at different times and under different market conditions. Let

denote the set of all

different stock position sizes held by discretionary investors going into date t from date t-1, and let
denote the number of discretionary investors at date t with a particular incoming stock position
∈

. To trade at date t, an investor must decide to pay attention and then, having paid attention,

must decide to trade. Let

denote the proportion of discretionary investors who randomly decide to pay

attention to the market at date t. (We initially assume this proportion is constant and then later allow
denote the

depend on stock positions, lagged returns, and potentially other variables.) Let
proportion of discretionary investors with holdings
having decided to pay attention.6 Thus,

to

who randomly trade on date t conditional on

is the fraction of discretionary investors with holdings

who trade at date t. If an investor with holdings

trades at date t, let

,

new stock position that such an investor trades to given the market stock index price
trading investors continue to hold their incoming position

denote the
; otherwise non-

. The second type of investors is (for

simplicity) a group of homogeneous investors who always are paying attention and trading. These could
be dealers, institutional investors, or day traders. Let
in the market to trade, and let

denote the number of investors who are always

denote their shareholdings after trading at a price

. Both types of

investors are assumed to be rational given their information and preferences. The randomness in
monitoring and trading simply reflects competing demands on the discretionary investors and the impact
of information on their utility.

5

See Chien, Cole, and Lustig (2012) for a general equilibrium analysis of the impact of intermittent portfolio rebalancing.
Inattention is one possible reason why investors might rebalance only intermittently.
6
to depend on other date t-1 information as well.
We can generalize the model to allow
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If ̅ is the fixed number of shares of stock outstanding, then the equilibrium market-clearing
condition for the stock index at date t is
(1)

∑

,

∈

1

̅

]+

The first term on the left is the total of the new stock positions of discretionary investors who pay
attention and trade at date t plus the existing stock positions maintained by discretionary investors who
do not trade at date t summed up over all of the different possible incoming stockholdings. The second
term is the total stock demand at date t of the investors who always trade.
The market-clearing condition in (1) shows that attention can affect stock prices and risk premia
through two channels: First, attention affects the valuations which discretionary investors with
information-dependent utility attach to the stream of information (as well as cash flows) associated with
stock ownership. Thus, the discretionary investor stock demand function

,

depends on how

these investors value the streams of information which their attention behavior induces. Second,
attention can affect stock prices and risk premia because it affects the number

of

discretionary investors who trade on any given date t. In our discussion here, we take the equilibrium
demand

,

as given and focus on the empirical implications of attention-driven fluctuations in

trading.
Given sufficient continuity and differentiability, the Implicit Function Theorem gives the
relationship between the market-clearing price and attention. In this first case, with an identical
attention fraction, α, we apply the Implicit Function Theorem to get
∑

(2)
∑

,

∈
∈

If stockholdings are a normal good, so that

,

,

< 0 and

when most of the discretionary investors are buying (i.e., when
incoming

< 0, then the sign of
,

is positive

> 0 for enough

s) and negative when most discretionary investors are selling. This is intuitive. In states

in which discretionary investors are mainly buying, more attention increases the number of discretionary
investors who are buying which bids up stock prices. Hence, in this case increased attention at date t is
9

predicted to increase the volatility of date t prices if the direction of discretionary investor rebalancing,
,

, is random given a decision to pay attention and to trade. The subsequent reversion

of this price pressure in the date t prices, in turn, implies more volatile future risk premia.
Our second case assumes that the discretionary investors are ostriches whose attention decisions
depend on their stock holdings and lagged market returns.7 Suppose that the attention proportion is a
,

function

,

where attention is increasing,

discretionary investor is long stock,

> 0. Replacing

> 0, in the lagged return
,

with

when a

in the market-clearing

condition (1) and using the Implicit Function Theorem gives

∑

(3)
∑

,

,

∈

,

,

∈

Assuming that ostriches are typically long stock, now the price at date t is increasing in the ostrich effect
of lagged returns,

,

> 0, when ostriches mainly want to buy stock (i.e.,

decreasing in lagged returns when ostriches are mainly selling stock (i.e.,

> 0) and

,

< 0).

Hence, given random discretionary rebalancing, the ostrich effect in investor attention makes prices and
risk premia more volatile after positive returns
,

which affects attention

. The extension of this result to any public signal

is straightforward.

Our third case extends the second case to allow discretionary ostrich stock demand

to depend

on past returns. Suppose that when ostriches see good news about the stock index (i.e., positive lagged
returns when they are long stock), they pay more attention and, in addition, they also want to buy more
stock. Psychologically, the premise is that if positive lagged stock returns give investors more
informational utility, it also makes them want to buy more of the thing (i.e., stock) which is making
them happier. In other words, positive past returns induce positive ostrich investor sentiment. Replacing
,

with

,

,

in the market-clearing condition and using the Implicit Function

Theorem now gives8

7

Griffin, Nardari, and Stulz (2007) find that trading volume and lagged returns are positively correlated. While there are
many possible reasons for this, it is consistent with the ostrich effect which increases the number of potential traders who are
paying attention after positive returns.
8
In each of our three cases the investor demand functions,
and , are different, making cross-case comparisons difficult.
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∑

,

∈

,

,

,

(4)
∑

,

∈

,

,

,

,

Now there are two ways through which past returns and attention affect stock prices. First, when lagged
are sufficiently positive so that discretionary investors mainly want to buy (i.e.,

returns
,

,

> 0), the ostrich effect,

returns. Second, the sentiment effect,

,

,

,

> 0, causes prices to be increasing in past

> 0, also means that positive lagged returns

directly increase ostrich buying and, thus, increase stock prices. In this case, there is now a directional
prediction. The positive correlation of the ostrich effect and the sentiment effect mean that positive past
returns

raise prices

and, thereby, depress subsequent risk premia.

Recent research has identified a close connection between timing preferences for information
(i.e., attention) and a volatility risk premium (Bansal, Kiku and Yaron, 2007, and Boguth and Kuehn,
2013). In a recursive utility framework, preferences for early resolution of uncertainty and the sign of
the volatility risk premium (i.e., whether expected returns are high/low when market volatility is
high/low) are jointly determined by the intertemporal elasticity of substitution and the coefficient of
relative risk aversion which are usually modeled as being parametrically fixed. However, in our model
changing attention preferences can induce additional time variation in the volatility risk premium. To
,

see this, we modify our model in two ways: First, investor asset valuations
,

,

,

and

now depend directly on market volatility σ, and, second, attention has two components, α =

α1(σ) + α2 where the first component α1(σ) is affected by market volatility and the second component
α2 is, for simplicity, unaffected by volatility. Applying the Implicit Function Theorem to (1) gives

∑

(5)

∑
∑

∈
∈

∈

,

,

,

,

,

,

,

,

,

,

,

One implication of (5) is that any sensitivity of attention to volatility
prices to volatility

affects the sensitivity of asset

and, thus, affects asset expected returns. Second, changes in the non-volatility
11

dependent part of attention α2 —due, for example, to an ostrich effect of lagged returns
—also can cause prices and risk premia to change.
Our model of market-clearing is simple, but it illustrates various channels through which
attention and ostrich effects potentially affect asset pricing. Our empirical investigation, therefore, has
two motivations. First, we are interested in patterns in attention since they potentially influence
individual investor security valuations via the information utility channel. Second, we are interested in
how attention and trading interact. Since the form of the relation

,

,

between attention,

lagged returns, volatility, and other variables is key to these effects, we investigate investor attention
using a novel investor-level data set.

III. Data
Our empirical work uses detailed panel data on 1,168,309 defined contribution retirement
accounts over 2007-2008. The data were provided by the account record-keeper, Vanguard, on an
anonymous and secure, restricted-access basis. These accounts include mostly 401(k) accounts, but also
money purchase pension plans, profit-sharing plans, a few ESOP accounts (i.e., company stocks only),
and 403(b) plans (e.g., universities). Retirement accounts represent a growing fraction of household
financial wealth, and are an important topic for study in the domain of individual investor behavior. Our
data include information on:


Daily account activity: For each account for each day, the number of times individual investors
logged in to their account and whether they traded.



Demographics: One observation per account about personal characteristics of the account holders.



Monthly account information: One observation per account per month of the end-of-month account
balance, as well as the account composition (e.g., percentage of stocks versus bonds).



Market data: Stock market index returns for each day over the two-year sample period.
Given the large size of the full data set (2 years x 365 daily observations per account per year x

1,169,309 accounts = 853,595,570 login observations), our analysis focuses on a randomly selected
subsample of 100,000 “paperless” accounts. The owners of these accounts do not receive quarterly
paper statements in the mail, so their online logins provide both a better indication and a more complete
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record of attention to their personal portfolios than the logins of investors who also receive quarterly
account statements by mail.
Table 1 provides an overview of the demographic characteristics of the 100,000 investors whose
paperless accounts were selected, and compares these to the demographic characteristics of the full 1+
million account sample. Investors in the two samples are demographically similar. On average, they are
in their mid 40s, about one third female, and have portfolios strongly weighted towards equity. It is
worth emphasizing that we are studying attention of “ordinary” individual investors. Certainly, we
would expect very different attention behaviors for institutional portfolio managers and day-traders (see
Simon and Heimer, 2012).
Given our data, we ask two basic questions: First, how do market factors and investor and
account characteristics—some of which are fixed (gender, education) and some of which vary over time
(investor age, account balance, mix of stocks and bonds)—affect the daily likelihood of a login? Second,
how does the strength of the ostrich effect vary depending on investor and portfolio characteristics?
This section presents some basic univariate properties of attention; then the rest of the paper investigates
attention in more detail.

1. Distribution of logins
Figure 1 shows the cross-sectional distribution of the total number of days logged-in per account
across the 100,000 paperless accounts over the full 2007-2008 sample period. It is apparent, although
perhaps not surprising, that there is considerable heterogeneity in login frequency across investors. Over
this two-year period, approximately 2.7% of the investors in the sample never logged in at all, 2.4%
logged in only once, while 4.2% logged in on more than half of the trading days. For most investors,
logging in to their 401(k) account is an activity that occurs with sufficient frequency that we may safely
assume they know how to do it, but it is not an automatic daily routine. Since logging in appears to be a
decision rather than a default, it is reasonable to ask what causes investors to log in.
Figure 2 shows that logins vary by day of the week. Investors are much less likely to check their
account on weekend days than on weekdays. This is again perhaps not surprising. If they log in once on
a Saturday, they will not gain any new information by logging in again on Sunday. Over weekends they
may also be occupied with other personal activities. Our regression analyses of logins routinely include
day-of-the-week dummies to control for this effect.

13

2. Logins and trades
Investors must pay attention to trade, but that is not necessarily the only reason they pay
attention to their portfolios. Thus, we are interested in the extent to which logins are not exclusively just
a mechanical step in the trading process. Table 2 reports the cross-sectional distributions (across
accounts) for the number of days with logins and the number of days with trading. Although it is
impossible to know what was in the mind of investors who logged in, trading is very infrequent relative
to logins. Comparing the two distributions, it is clear that trading drastically underestimates investor
attention relative to account logins. This is consistent with attention having its own information utility
payoff. It is also consistent with trading volume having errors-in-variable problems as a proxy for
attention: Trading requires both attention and an additional active decision to change an investor’s
security holdings. In addition, trading volume includes randomness in how many shares investors trade
which is unrelated to the number of investors who are paying attention and trading.
Figure 3 shows related evidence by plotting the daily number of accounts with trading versus the
corresponding daily number of accounts with logins (trimmed to exclude the 1% most extreme outliers)
over time. The figure also shows fitted means for the daily number of accounts with trades conditional
on the daily number of accounts with logins (the solid line) estimated using Symmetric Nearest
Neighbor Smoothing.9 The smoothed means have 95% confidence intervals around them. As expected,
there is a positive relationship between logins and trading—consistent with the assumption in the theory
in Section II —but the correlation is far from lockstep. Thus, the evidence indicates that, while some
part of logins is for trading purposes, a substantial part of financial attention may be an adult version of
“shaking the piggy bank.” In other words, investors seem to care directly about information about their
portfolio above and beyond its role in trading. As shown in Section II, both parts are economically
meaningful. The impact of attention on trading can affect asset pricing through market-clearing
mechanics, and the information utility derived from attention potentially enters into individual investor
stock valuations when they do decide to trade.

3. Logins, trading, and investor characteristics
The life situation of investors is likely to have an impact on their attention to their finances.
Figures 4a and 4b show scatterplots of the relationship across accounts between investor age on Dec. 31,
9

See Cleveland (1979). This procedure translates a scatter-plot into a smooth line by fitting simple models to localized
subsets of the data to build up a function that describes predictable variation in the data point by point. This method does not
require a priori specification of a global function to fit a model to data. It also provides a 95% confidence interval.
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2008 and the total number of days with logins per account (Figure 4a) and the total number of days with
trading per account (Figure 4b). Once again, the considerable heterogeneity in account logins (and, thus,
investor attention) is readily apparent from the cloud of dots corresponding to the individual accounts.
For visual clarity, the plots stop at 200 days logged-in and 15 days with trading. The solid line in the
figure shows the fitted means conditional on age estimated using Symmetric Nearest Neighbor
Smoothing. The data in the estimation are trimmed to exclude extreme outliers in the top 1 percent of
days logged in (more than 506 days) and days with trading (more than 20 days). The 95% confidence
intervals around the fitted means are very tight except for trading at ages above 70 (where the data are
sparse and the confidence interval bands widen visibly). Between ages 20 and 40 the mean number of
days with logins declines by roughly 25 days and then increases to around age 60 by about 30 days. At
later ages the trend in logins seems flatter. These patterns in attention may reflect life-cycle changes in
the perceived importance of retirement savings. Middle aged investors may be busy with family and
other obligations whereas older investors may be more focused on retirement. The high rate of logins by
younger investors may reflect cohort effects of how younger investors use online applications. In
contrast, trading is much more stable in investor age, increasing slightly until around age 60 followed by
a slight decline thereafter.
Figures 5a and 5b show the relationship between gender and the number of days with logins
(Figure 5a) and trading (Figure 5b). A “U” stands for unknown because gender information is not
available for all accounts. Consistent with prior research (Barber and Odean, 2001), Figure 5b shows a
strong gender difference in trading, with males trading about 50% more than females. Figure 5a shows
a similar pattern for logins. Males log in to their accounts roughly 50% more frequently than do
females.
Figures 6a and 6b are scatterplots of the relationship between dollar account balances on Dec.
31, 2008 and the number of days with logins (Figure 6a) and trading (Figure 6b). Again using
Symmetric Nearest Neighbor Smoothing, the smoothed mean number of days with logins appears to
increase strongly with the account balance up to around $500,000 and then increases more weakly up to
around $1.5 million, after which (not shown) there are relatively few observations (less than 1 percent of
the sample) and no clear trend. The positive relation between account balances and attention is
consistent with larger absolute dollar values of investment performance having greater emotional
salience. Trading is also increasing with account balance, especially at low levels of balances, but again,
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given the relatively small number of trades, the data are relatively noisy. Certainly, on an absolute scale,
the changes in trading with account balances are smaller than those for attention.

IV. Attention and market returns
If investors care directly about financial information, they may have an incentive to manage the
impact of financial information on their utility. The ostrich effect predicts that investors will condition
their attention decisions on available public market signals which help them predict whether logging in
to check their personal account is likely to reveal good or bad news. This section investigates the
correlation between logins and market returns in detail.

1. Returns and investor behavior
Figure 7 plots the daily total number of accounts with logins, the total number of accounts with
trades, and the level of the Dow Jones Industrial Average. Since the ostrich effect is a prediction about
how investor attention responds to public information, we conduct our analysis using the Dow because it
is arguably the most widely disseminated and publicized stock index in the US news media. Using the
S&P 500 and NASDAQ indices gives similar results.
Several features in the plot warrant comment. First, stock market conditions were very different in
2007 and 2008. Calendar year 2007 was a relatively quiet year during which the Dow rose on
approximately 60% of days, with an average daily change of 0.03%. In contrast, 2008 was much more
volatile due to the global financial crisis at the end of the year. In 2008 the Dow rose on only 47% of
days, with an average daily change of -0.11%. Moreover, some of the largest historic swings in stock
prices since the 1930s occurred in September and October of 2008. Given these market differences, we
report some of our results for the full two years and for 2007 and 2008 separately.
Second, the number of account logins is volatile with both high frequency spikes and lower
frequency movement. Our empirical analysis will show that there are systematic cross-sectional and
time series patterns in investor attention and logins. At a daily frequency, the weekend seasonality in
logins is readily apparent. Thus, Figure 7 also plots the daily smoothed means of logins based on the
Symmetric Nearest Neighbor Smoothing procedure. Under relatively calm conditions (as in 2007),
changes in the index appear to be somewhat positively correlated with changes in the number of logins.
However, in crisis conditions (as in late 2008), many investors logged in to check their accounts even
though, given the extremely visible public news reporting about the Dow, most investors would have
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expected to see bad news. Note also, that aggregate trades are only weakly correlated with the Dow or
with logins for most of the two-year period. Daily spikes in trading do not correspond to spikes in
logins and vice versa. One notable exception is the market crash in the fall of 2008 which has spikes in
both logins and trading. In general, however, the data are consistent with the existence of a non-trading
component in investor attention.

2. Prevalence of ostrich behavior
We investigate the prevalence of ostrich behavior at a variety of levels of disaggregation. We
estimate regressions using panel data, using aggregated login totals, and also for individual investors.
Table 3a reports the results of OLS regressions estimating the daily likelihood of individual investor
logins using the panel of 100,000 investors for the full 2007-2008 sample period and separately for the
two subsample years. The number of observations in each panel regression is over 40 million. The
dependent variable in these regressions is a dummy variable for each day t and investor i, which equals 1
if investor i logged in to check their account on day t; and equals 0 otherwise. We consider two market
return metrics. The first is a dummy variable indicating whether the Dow index went down on the
previous day. This specification is our baseline model of the market return/login relation. As a
robustness check, we also use the percent return on the Dow on the previous day. All of the regressions
also include dummy variables for the day of the week. We estimate panel regressions using OLS,
allowing for clustered (correlated) errors within accounts.
The ostrich effect predicts a negative coefficient on the “down Dow” dummy variable because
investors should be less likely to log in and check their accounts after the news media has reported that
the market went down. The alternative is that attention has no emotional effect on investors, and that
financial attention is driven entirely by the expected usefulness of paying attention to portfolio
information for trading purposes net of the opportunity cost of time away from other activities. A
natural empirical null hypothesis is zero correlation between past market returns and account logins. In
particular, it is not obvious that the transactional and opportunity costs and benefits of attention should
differ in up and down markets. Alternatively, bargain-hunting in down markets imply that investor
attention could be higher following down markets. Optimal tax loss realization is not a consideration
since these are tax-exempt accounts. The results for all of the specifications in Table 3a indicate that, in
general, investors are significantly less likely to login on the day following a market decline, thus
confirming the basic ostrich effect hypothesis. Turning to the market return specification, the ostrich
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effect predicts a positive coefficient on the lagged return, since higher returns should induce more
attention. The results in Table 3a are consistent with this prediction. However, for both specifications the
ostrich effect is much stronger in 2007, a relatively calm year for the market, than in 2008.
The results in Table 3a describe the relation between individual investor logins and market
returns. In order to estimate directly the aggregate effect of market returns on the overall daily number
of investor logins, we re-estimated these regressions using (the logarithm of) the total number of
investors who logged in to their account for each trading day as the dependent variable. The results in
Table 3b are consistent to those from the panel regressions: The total number of logins following a
market decline drops by 11.4%. The effect is stronger in 2007 (12.4%) than in 2008 (7.6%).10 The low
panel regression R2s in Table 3a suggest there are many idiosyncratic reasons why investors pay
attention. However, the substantial R2s in Table 3b show that the explanatory power of index returns for
individual investor logins leads to substantial explanatory power for aggregate logins.
While the results in Tables 3a and 3b confirm an overall ostrich effect, there is likely to be a
wide variation in the level of “ostrichness” across investors. We explore individual variation by
estimating the baseline regression (with the down Dow dummy variable) separately for each investor
account. Table 4 sorts accounts based on their estimated down Dow coefficients. The left panel reports
on the full sample of all 100,000 paperless accounts. The estimated down Dow coefficient is negative
for 53.8% of the sample (consistent with ostrich behavior) and positive for 43.4% of the sample; with
2.7% of the sample having no logins over 2007-2008. In the right panel we restrict the breakdown to
accounts for which the estimated coefficient is significantly different from zero at the 5 percent level
(i.e., where |t|>2). Given the low number of logins for many accounts, the estimated coefficients are
often not statistically significant, which makes ostrich classification imprecise. Within the sub-sample
for which the estimated return/login relation is statistically significant, about 79% of these investors are
confirmed ostriches, while only 21% are confirmed “anti” ostriches.
We conjecture that an investor’s predisposition towards ostrich behavior is a stable personality
characteristic similar to risk aversion and time discounting. We test this hypothesis by investigating if
individual ostrich behavior is stable over time. In particular, we test if investors who display ostrich
behavior in 2007 are also likely to display ostrich behavior in 2008. For each individual investor we
10

Based on the panel estimates in Table 3a, switching from a down market to an up market increases the expected individual
login indicator by about 1.7%. Since, on average, approximately 20% of investors in our sample log in to their account on
any given day, this implies that the aggregate daily number of logins increases by about 10%, in an up market, which is
roughly consistent with the 11.4% estimated coefficient for the aggregate login regression in Table 3b.
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estimate two separate regressions using our baseline specification (with the down Dow dummy). The
sample period for one regression is calendar year 2007, while the sample for the other regression is
2008. Thus, for each investor we have two estimated coefficients, β07 and β08, measuring their
ostrichness in each of the two sample years. If ostrich behavior is a stable personality characteristic over
time, then the β07 and β08 coefficients should be positively correlated across individuals.
Figure 8a shows a positive visual association for the full sample of all 100,000 paperless
accounts. The simple Pearson correlation between β07 and β08 is 0.393 for the full sample, and the
Spearman rank correlation is 0.173. Figure 8b shows that if we include only investors for whom both
β07 and β08 are significantly different from zero, the positive association becomes even stronger. The
large cluster of negative β07 and β08 estimates in the lower left are stable confirmed ostriches, the small
cluster in the upper right are stable confirmed anti-ostriches and the two small off-diagonal clusters are
unstable confirmed “switchers.” Including just cases where both β07 and β08 are significantly different
from zero, the simple correlation is 0.4589, and the Spearman rank correlation is 0.3673. In sum, this
intertemporal stability supports the hypothesis that ostrich behavior is a persistent personal trait.11

3. Ostrich behavior over different time horizons
Attention is potentially affected by market return information over various time horizons. We define
three different down dummy variables based whether the Dow declined over the previous day, the
previous week, and the previous month. Clustering at the investor level, we ran three panel regressions
of the daily login decisions on each of these down Dow dummy variables, and another panel regression
including all three dummy variables, but removing overlapping days. Table 5 shows that the ostrich
effect occurs in response to market returns over these different return intervals. Over the full sample,
investors are more likely to log in when the market was up over the last day, week or month; and all
three return intervals have independent explanatory power. When we ran these regressions in each year
separately, the same pattern is true in 2007, and is weaker, but still robust except for the lagged monthly
returns, in 2008.12 Overall, the ostrich effect appears to induce a type of path-dependence on the market
index in investor attention. Whether the market rose or fell to its current level affects investors’
motivation to pay attention.

11

Estimating the partial correlation between the two coefficients, controlling for the average portfolio mix of stocks and
bonds over the two years period, does not alter our results.
12
We find similar results using the Dow return as an explanatory variable in place of the Down Dow dummy variable.
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We also are interested in the robustness of ostrich behavior by individual investors in response to
returns over different horizons. Table 6 reports the cross-sectional correlations between the down Dow
coefficients for the three return intervals from the individual login regressions. We report both the
Pearson correlations (for the three estimated investor coefficients) and the Spearman rank correlations
(for the coefficients’ ordinal rankings). The high correlations of the ostrich metrics for the three return
windows allow us to use our daily ostrich metric to classify the ostrichness of individuals without much
concern about the sensitivity of our results to the down Dow return time interval. This increases our
confidence in the robustness of our investor classifications. When it comes to login behavior, individual
investors seem to react similarly to market changes over different horizons.

4. Non-linearities
The relation between attention and market returns need not be constant over the full range of
returns. First, the marginal effect of positive and negative returns may differ. Second, the marginal
effect of returns may vary with the size of returns. For example, the relation between attention and
returns in extreme market conditions may differ from their relation under more normal conditions. We
investigate these issues both parametrically and non-parametrically.
Specification 1 of Table 7 simply repeats, as a benchmark, the Dow return panel regression from
Table 3a. Specification 2 tests for non-linearities between logins and returns (using a quadratic terms),
and Specification 3 also allows for a discontinuous responses in up and down markets (using the down
Dow dummy variable). The estimated coefficients point to several important effects. First, for moderate
market changes, the ostrich effect is driven more by reduced logins in down markets than by increased
logins in up markets. Second, logins appear to increase after extreme market returns whether upward or
downward. In particular, if sufficiently extreme, negative returns seem to produce a need for
information that overwhelms the ostrich effect. Third, the significance of the down Dow coefficient
suggests, consistent with the ostrich effect, that there is something qualitatively different about market
increases and decreases, regardless of their magnitude, that affects the level of logins.13
We also explore the relationship between daily Dow returns and the aggregate number of logins,
without imposing a specific functional form. We use the nonparametric Symmetric Nearest Neighbor
13

In unreported results, we confirm that these non-linearities are robust after controlling for how much investors trade (to
verify that the increased attention in the late 2008 bear market was not simply a consequence of the late 2008 trading spike)
and that confirmed ostriches also exhibit increased attention after extreme negative returns on the Dow (to verify that antiostriches were not driving the increased attention in extreme down markets).
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Smoothing (SNNS) procedure which combines the simplicity of linear least squares regression with the
flexibility of nonlinear regression. Figure 9 shows a scatterplot of the aggregate number of daily logins
and lagged returns for the full two-year sample period. The figure also shows the smoothed means and
the 95% confidence interval for the number of logins estimated excluding the most extreme positive and
negative returns. A positive but non-linear relation between returns and logins is clearly visible. If
extreme daily returns (> +/- 4%) are included in the SNNS estimation, the smoothed means curve up for
both positive and negative extreme returns. This is consistent with the positive coefficients on the
quadratic terms in Table 7 which suggest a possible information-seeking curiosity effect. However, as
can be seen in Figure 9, the increase in logins for large negative returns are due to a very small number
of extreme observations concentrated mainly in the market crisis in late 2008. This suggests the
possibility that investors behave differently in extreme conditions, perhaps, in part, in response to
widespread media coverage. Gherzi et al. (2012) also find increased attention after extreme positive and
also negative market returns (which they call the meerkat effect). Our interpretation of the data differs
from theirs in that they dismiss the ostrich effect. However, given that the ostrich effect holds for
positive versus negative returns on average (as in Table 3 and in Figure 9), we argue that the data better
supports the interpretation that different behaviors are dominant for different ranges of returns.

5. Do ostriches rest on the Sabbath?
If investors log in and check their accounts on Saturday and then log in again on Sunday, we
hypothesize they are doing this more for psychological reasons rather than purely to get additional
portfolio information (i.e., since prices have not changed). A strong prediction of the ostrich effect is
that the frequency of “double” weekend logins should be positively related to prior market returns. To
test this prediction, we regress the total number of accounts in our 100,000 paperless sample with logins
on both Saturday and Sunday (during a given weekend) on the prior market returns. The sample
comprises the 92 regular two-day weekends over these two years. Table 8 shows that the coefficients on
the prior Friday return and on returns over the prior week are both strongly positive. This is consistent
with the ostrich effect prediction that more investors pay attention to their portfolios when they can
savor good news than when they expect to revisit bad news.

V. Conditional attention
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Investors may also condition their attention decisions on other types of public signals than just
lagged returns. News media activity is one possible candidate signal. We test for such an effect by
adding media attention—proxied for here by the daily number of market-related articles appearing in the
New York Times and Wall Street Journal—to three different panel regression specifications from earlier
in the paper (specifications 1 and 2 in Table 3a and specification 2 in Table 7 which are repeated here
for ease of comparison).14 In Table 9, media attention to the stock market does appear to be a
significant predictor of investor attention. However, news counts have very little impact on the impact
of explanatory power of the Dow return variables. Hence, our ostrich effect is not proxying for a pure
media attention effect.
Another potential influence on financial attention is risk expectations. One possibility is that
expectations of increased future stock return volatility may increase the value of monitoring an
investor’s portfolio for rebalancing purposes. In this case, attention (and, thus, logins) should be
increasing in future expected volatility. Another more psychological alternative hypothesis is that
investors may emotionally disengage themselves from the market in advance of periods in which they
are worried about the risk of extreme outcomes. This volatility ostrich effect would cause attention (and
logins) to be decreasing in future volatility. We test these predictions using the VIX index as a proxy for
investor volatility expectations. Table 9 shows that, empirically, logins decrease when the VIX goes up
and investors expect more volatile future market conditions. This confirms the existence of a possible
channel from volatility to attention which, as shown in Section II, may influence market volatility risk
premia. Including the VIX index in the regressions does change the coefficients relating to the Dow
return, in most cases decreasing them and in one case (Dow return x UP) reversing the sign from being
negative (which is inconsistent with the ostrich effect) to being positive (which is now consistent with
the ostrich effect). Overall, the ostrich effect remains robust after controlling for anticipated volatility.
When both news counts and the VIX are included along with the prior returns, the results are very
similar.
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Data was coded for the NYT and WSJ front page articles with titles that contained the words, "stock" or "market" or
"shares" or "Dow" or "Wall Street." Articles that contained the word "market", but were referring to unrelated markets were
excluded, such as "job market" and "labor market."
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VI. Differences in attention across investors
We have already noted the substantial heterogeneity in attention across investors. In this section
we explore how investor attention is related to individual investor characteristics. We also investigate
the relation between attention and investor trading behavior.

1. Attention and investor characteristics
Table 10 extends our panel regression analysis by identifying differences in attention for specific
types of investors. We investigate differences in both the general level of attention and in ostrich
behavior. For convenience, the first regression in Table 10 repeats the baseline regression in Table 3
which shows that investors are 1.7% less likely to log in following days on which the market declined.
Specification 2 adds demographic controls for an investor’s average level of attention. The results show
that females log in less often than males (confirming the univariate results in Section III.3), that there is
a U-shaped relationship between logins and age, and that investors with a college education are less
likely to log in. Specification 3 allows investor logins to depend on monthly account information. We
find that investors with greater account balances are more likely to log in. The mix of equity and bonds
in the portfolio does not affect the login probability in this particular regression, but we will see that
portfolio composition does affect the login probability in later specifications after controlling for more
sources of cross-sectional login variation. Specification 3 also includes investors’ own realized account
returns over the prior month as an explanatory variable. At first glance, the causal interpretation of this
variable may seem unclear since investors cannot know the return on their own account until they log in.
However, investors potentially form expectations of their personal account returns using more
information than simply the Dow. Thus, the realized own account return should be interpreted here as an
explanatory variable (their expected account return given all available public information) measured
with error (the realized return surprise). The positive relation between the own monthly account return
and the login likelihood is another form of ostrich effect behavior. We note here that the ostrich effect
with respect to the Dow still continues to be significant when the monthly realized return is included in
the regression.
We also identify investor and account characteristics which are associated with different levels
of ostrich behavior. Specification 4 estimates the impact of multiplicative interactions between various
demographic variables and the down Dow dummy variable on logins. The results show the following:
Females are less prone than males to ostrich behavior. Older investors are more prone to ostrich
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behavior but there is no evidence of a non-linear interaction of the ostrich effect with age. Education
does not appear to interact with the ostrich effect. The college degree interaction is not statistically
significant. Investors with larger account balances are more likely to log in selectively when the market
is up. The negative sign (which increases the ostrich effect) is consistent with returns on larger accounts
having a stronger informational utility impact. The ostrich effect is decreasing in the fraction of bonds in
investors’ portfolios. This suggests there is a positive relation between ostrich behavior and equity risktaking; although the direction of causality cannot be identified. A predisposition to ostrich behavior may
prompt investors to take more risk (i.e., by taking larger stock positions) or the risk from larger stock
positions may prompt ostrich behavior as a coping mechanism. Intuitively, we do not expect ostrich
behavior in investors holding mostly bonds, since stock returns will not affect, at least in any obvious
way, the value of their portfolios. (We revisit this finding in the next section.) Specification 5 is the
same as specification 4 except that the statistically insignificant ostrich interactions with age-squared
and college are omitted. We note that including the age x down Dow interaction causes the baseline
down Dow coefficient to switch sign and become positive. This does not contradict the ostrich effect.
Since the coefficient on the age x down Dow interaction term is negative and since the average age in
the sample is 45, the net effect of the down Dow dummy adjusted for the interaction with age is still
negative for all but the very youngest investors.15 Specification 6 confirms that media coverage and
volatility also continue to affect attention. In addition, the Down Dow interaction term with the VIX
indicates that ostrich effect becomes stronger when market volatility is high.
Table 11 further explores the panel properties of our data and the fact that some account
characteristics vary over time. Here we estimate fixed-effect regressions which control for unobserved
investor and time-invariant account characteristics. Almost all of the results in Table 10 continue to hold
under the fixed effect specification and are even stronger. Since the fixed-effect estimation is driven by
within-investor variation around the mean, we can strengthen the interpretations of our findings. For
example, the statement that “investors with larger balances are more likely to login” can be strengthened
to say that “investors are more likely to login when their account balance gets larger.” In addition, after
controlling for investor fixed-effects, investors become significantly more likely to login and there is an
increase in their ostrich behavior when the percentage of equity in the account increases. We also find
again that logins are again increasing in media coverage and decreasing in the VIX, and that the ostrich
effect becomes stronger when volatility is high.
15

For example, here [0.0108 – 0.0075 x 45] x down Dow = -0.3267 x down Dow.
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2. Zero equity holdings
The ostrich effect prediction of a positive relation between logins and lagged index returns should
not apply to individuals with no equity in their accounts. For zero-equity investors, movements in the
stock market will be relatively uninformative about the value of their personal portfolios, and, thus we
would not predict ostrich behavior. Therefore, a sample of accounts with zero equity can serve as a
strong test of the ostrich effect.
To test this prediction, we examine the estimated down Dow coefficients from baseline
regressions estimated separately for each investor for all accounts which never have equity in their
account over the full 2007-2008 period. Since this is a small subset of investors, we expand our sample,
in this one instance, beyond the 100,000 paperless accounts to include all zero-equity accounts in the full
sample of over one million accounts. There are 66,468 accounts with zero equity. Table 12 shows that,
for investors holding no stock, the percent of investors who are anti-ostriches relative to the Dow is
significantly greater than the percent of ostriches. Comparing investors with only significant
coefficients, we find that the ratio of confirmed ostriches to anti-ostriches flips from 79/21 in the
100,000 paperless sample (see Table 4) to 33/67 when we include only accounts with zero equity.
The theoretical model in Karlsson et al. (2009) predicts that investors with zero-equity should
not behave as ostriches, but it does not predict anti-ostrich behavior. A possible explanation for the
prevalence of anti-ostriches in the zero-equity population is that the anti-ostriches are actually behaving
like ostriches with respect to some kind of comparative information. One possibility is that bondholders are comparing themselves to stock-holders, in which case the stock market rising is bad news
and the stock market falling is good news. In other words, bond-holders interpret good and bad news in
terms of relative “keeping up the Joneses” comparisons with other investors whose portfolios, on
average, contain stock. Another possibility is that bondholders are making comparisons relative to a
mental accounting equity benchmark (given the widespread pro-equity retirement advice). Yet one more
possibility is that some of these bond-holders may have previously held stock before 2007 and are
comparing their bond returns to those they would have earned if they had kept their stock positions.
Relative comparisons such as these all turn stock market increases (decreases) into bad (good) news for
zero-equity investors.
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3. Ostrich behavior and trading
The primary focus in this paper is on the drivers of investor attention, but attention matters in
part because it is likely to be related to other investor behaviors. In the previous section, we saw that
ostrich behavior and equity risk-taking are connected. In this section, we show that ostrichness and
investor trading behavior also appear to be related. Based on the individual login regressions used in
Table 4, we subdivide our sample of 100,000 paperless accounts into six subsamples: Confirmed
ostriches (investors for whom the t-statistic on their down Dow coefficient is less than -2), moderate
ostriches (with down Dow t-statistics between -1 and -2), moderate anti-ostriches (with down Dow tstatistics between 1 and 2), confirmed anti-ostriches (with down Dow t-statistics more than 2), investors
who cannot be classified as ostriches or anti-ostriches (with down Dow t-statistics between -1 and 1),
and investors who never logged in. The subset of investors of indeterminate status includes ostriches
and anti-ostriches who simply did not log in enough to be identified as such and also individuals whose
login decisions are truly unaffected by prior market index returns.
Table 13a reports for each ostrich-status subgroup the average number of days with logins and
the average number of days with trading. Confirmed ostriches and anti-ostriches log-in in relatively
frequently, but this is likely due to the fact that the statistical power to detect systematic ostrich or antiostrich behavior is increasing in the number of logins when the fraction of days on which an investor
logged in is low. However, confirmed ostriches also trade more frequently than the other types of
investors.
Next, we estimate a second individual regression for each account in which the dependent
variable is now a trade dummy variable (equal to 1 on days on which the investor traded and 0
otherwise) where the explanatory variable is again the daily down Dow dummy (plus day-of-the-week
dummy variables). The down Dow coefficient in this second regression measures an investor’s
predisposition to trade in down markets. Table 13b reports a similar cross-tabulation as in Table 13a, but
now examining investors who tend to trade on days when the market is up or down. Here, we see that
there is not much difference in days logged or days traded between investors who tend to trade when the
market is up or down.
In our model in Section II, ostriches trade less in down markets since they pay less attention in
down markets. Testing this prediction, Table 14 cross-tabulates the distribution of down Dow
coefficients from the individual investor trading regressions for each of the ostrich-status subsamples. In
particular, we cross-classify investors in terms for whether their down Dow trading regression t-statistics
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are less than -2, between -2 and -1, between -1 and +1, between +1 and +2, greater than +2 or whether
there was no trading.16 Table 14 shows that confirmed anti-ostriches and moderate anti-ostriches, and
investors who cannot be classified all exhibit a strong predisposition to trade more in down-markets than
in up-markets. In contrast, confirmed ostriches exhibit the opposite predisposition of when they trade.
For moderate ostriches, the split between up- versus down-market trading is more balanced, making for
a monotone relation between up- versus down-market trading and ostrich behavior.
Prior research (Barber and Odean, 2001; Zeckhauser and Niederhoffer, 1983) and anecdotal
evidence (see footnote 2) suggest that retail investors tend to make systematic mistakes in the timing of
their trades, specifically moving out of equities after markets drop and failing to move back in before
markets recover. To the extent that the ostrich effect mitigates such counter-productive trading
behavior—since investors who do not look as much in down markets typically cannot trade in down
markets—the ostrich effect might actually be beneficial for investors.17

VII. Conclusion
This paper is the first comprehensive investigation of individual investor attention to their
retirement portfolios. We use a unique panel data set of daily online account logins to proxy for investor
attention. Our main findings are:
 Financial attention varies with investor demographics. Men, older investors, and wealthier investors
are all more likely to pay attention to their portfolios. There is also substantial heterogeneity in
attention across investors even after controlling for demographic and account characteristics.
 Ostrich behavior – the propensity of investors to check their personal accounts after good news about
the stock market – is significant and varies with investor demographics. Ostrich behavior is more
common in males and in investors who are older and who have larger portfolios.
 Ostrich behavior and the amount of stock risk investors bear are positively related. In the extreme,
investors with zero equity holdings are likely to be “anti-ostriches” in that they log in more when the
market goes down. This is consistent with a comparative version of the ostrich effect driven by
mental accounting or by relative comparisons with stock-owning acquaintances.

16

In a handful of cases, investors did not login online but they did submit trades via phone calls.
Our two-year sample period is too short to investigate this conjecture further using return performance. Also, our data only
indicate whether investors traded, not whether they bought or sold on any given day.

17
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 Ostrich behavior appears to be a relatively stable personality trait. Individual ostrich behavior in 2007
is highly correlated with ostrich behavior in 2008.
 The relation between logins and returns may be non-monotonic. In extreme crises, an informationseeking curiosity effect, or the need to monitor potential trading opportunities more intensively, can
outweigh the ostrich effect and cause investors to log in despite predictable bad news.
 Investors displaying ostrich tendencies are less likely to trade following market downturns. To the
extent that individual investor trading following market declines is empirically a losing strategy,
ostriches are likely to benefit from higher investment returns in the long-run.
 Attention is increasing in news media reporting on the stock market. We also find evidence of a
volatility ostrich effect in that logins are negatively correlated with the VIX.
Our findings have a variety of general implications about the impact of attention and emotions
on investor preferences, trading and asset pricing. Most fundamentally, our results provide a new and
original type of evidence for information-dependent utility which is an important feature of recent
research on asset pricing and the risk-reward trade-off. Recursive preference models represent current
utility as a function of current consumption and also of beliefs about expected future utility (Kreps and
Porteus, 1978; Epstein and Zin, 1989; Weil, 1990; and Backus, Zin, and Routledge, 2004)18 In long-run
risk models (Bansal and Yaron, 2004), information-dependent utility magnifies small but persistent
changes in long-term dividend growth rates to help explain (otherwise surprisingly) large changes in
asset prices. One noteworthy new implication of our findings, however, is that investors can switch
between having preferences for early and late resolution of uncertainty conditional on public market
returns; whereas timing preferences are fixed in standard recursive preference models.
There are many fruitful directions for future research on investor attention. One question is how
attention affects financial performance and investment holdings. Since, empirically, ostriches tend to
hold larger equity positions, ostriches as a group had better returns than non-ostriches in 2007 (a good
year for equities) and worse returns in 2008 (a down market for equities). Unfortunately, since the mix
of stocks and bonds is endogenous, we cannot make causal statements about whether greater equity
portfolio risk causes investor to behave like ostriches, or whether ostrich behavior facilitates greater
18

Depending on the relative magnitudes of the intertemporal elasticity of substitution and the coefficient of relative risk
aversion, investors may have a strict preference for early or late resolution of uncertainty about risky gambles. This could
lead to discretionary attention decisions in one direction; namely to always ignore or to always pay attention. In contrast, the
ostrich effect predicts changing state-dependent attention based on the public past index return history.
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risk-taking. It would be interesting to use natural experiments (e.g., changes in disclosure regulations or
a sudden change in information provision by an online brokerage or experimental manipulation) to
identify the direction of causation. It would also be interesting to investigate the relationship between
return risk aversion and information risk aversion. For example, bond-holders may be more risk averse
than equity holders, not only in their distaste for financial risks, but also in their distaste for
psychological informational risks.
It would also be informative to examine further the relationship between investor personal traits
and ostrich tendencies. 19 The substantial heterogeneity in attention behavior across individuals and over
time suggests that there are other drivers of attention still to be discovered. For example, the ostrich
effect should be more pronounced among people who discount the future more steeply. This is because
looking in down markets imposes an immediate cost—getting the bad news—but a delayed gain—from
resetting one’s benchmark. This prediction could be tested either by looking for behavioral indicators of
time preference or by measuring time preference as well as other individual characteristics with an
online survey of a random subsample of investors.
The main focus in this paper was on identifying drivers of attention. The impact of changing
technology (e.g., automated web-based interfaces) on attention and on the investment advisory process
is a natural future research topic. A related set of questions concerns possible linkages between attention
and investor sentiment and other factors affecting aggregate market order flows, pricing, and liquidity.
Our empirical finding that ostriches trade more in up-markets than in down-markets relative to other
investors and our evidence that risk bearing and ostrich behavior are connected both suggest that such
linkages exist. While our two-year sample is too short to test asset pricing predictions about attention, it
would be possible to test these predications with a longer login time series. Cross-sectional differences
in the holding of ostriches and other types of investors may also affect pricing, trading, and liquidity for
individual stocks or industry sectors. Attention may also play a role in the positive correlation between
volume and returns (e.g., Karpoff, 1987). Investor exuberance has been proposed as one possible
explanation (Shiller, 2000), but the ostrich effect may play a role since trading requires, first and
foremost, attention.

19

Gherzi, et al. (2012) use a survey to investigate the relation between attention and psychological traits of their volunteer
investors.
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Table 1
Descriptive Statistics: Full Sample and 100,000 Paperless 401K, 2007‐2008
Mean/Median and (Standard Deviation)
Variable
Age (years)
% Female
Tenure with Employer (years)
% Equity in account
Account Balance (dollars)
Wealth (dollars)

Paperless Sample
45.80/45.57
(10.44)
0.316
(.465)
12.45/10
(8.92)
77.12/86
(26.83)
$118,900/$59,925
(187,663)
$420,570/$90,816
(1,161,023)

Full Sample
46.33/46.46
(10.44)
0.369
(.482)
13.13/10
(9.32)
73.39/83
(29.14)
$102,973/$50,224
(173,815)
$336,675/$60,540
(1,021,342)
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Table 2
Distribution of Days with Logins and Days with Trading
100k paperless accounts, 2007‐2008
Percentile
1%
5%
10%
25%
50%
75%
90%
95%
99%
mean
Std. Dev.
skewness

Logins
0
1
4
11
36
115
242
338
507
85.2
113.32
2.08

Trades
0
0
0
0
1
2
5
8
21
2.03
5.19
11.59
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Table 3a
Individuals Logging‐on and the Change in the DOW
OLS Regression results, Vanguard 401K Panel Data, 100,000 paperless accounts

DOW down dummy
daily % change in dow
Constant
Day of Week Dummy

2007‐2008
1
2
‐0.017***
(0.000)
0.344***
(0.004)
0.154*** 0.145***
(0.001)
(0.001)
Yes
Yes

2007
3
‐0.019***
(0.000)

2008
4

5
‐0.010***
(0.000)

6

0.936***
0.218***
(0.011)
(0.004)
0.166*** 0.157*** 0.139*** 0.134***
(0.001)
(0.001)
(0.001)
(0.001)
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

2

Adusted R
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
N
44418050 44418050 22038434 22038434 22379616 22379616
* clustred SE in parentheses
* p<.10, ** p<.05, *** p<.01

Table 3b
Aggregate (log of) number of Daily Logging‐In and the Change in the DOW
OLS Regression results, 100,000 401k paperless accounts

DOW down dummy
daily % change in dow
Constant
Day of Week Dummy
2

Adusted R
N
* SE in parentheses
* p<.10, ** p<.05, *** p<.01

2007‐2008
1
2
‐0.114***
(0.016)
2.467***
(0.438)
9.509*** 9.450***
(0.020)
(0.018)
Yes
Yes
0.58
501

0.56
501

2007
3
4
‐0.124***
(0.017)
6.319***
(0.909)
9.591*** 9.530***
(0.020)
(0.019)
Yes
Yes
0.69
249

0.68
249

2008
5
6
‐0.076***
(0.022)
1.649***
(0.448)
9.410*** 9.367***
(0.028)
(0.024)
Yes
Yes
0.6
252

0.61
252
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Table 4
Ostrich Classification of Investors
Based on Estimated DOWN Coefficients in Individual Investor Regressions
Daily account data for 100,000 401K accounts for 2007-2008

Ostrich
No ( β >0)
Yes ( β<0)
No logins
Total

Full Sample
Freq.
43,426
53,841
2,733
100,000

Percent
43.43
53.84
2.73
100

Only Significant Coefficients
Freq.
Percent
2,900
20.92
10,962
79.08
n.a.
n.a.
13,862
100
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Table 5
Individuals Logging‐on and "Down DOW Dummy" Timing
OLS Regression results, Vanguard 401K Panel Data, 100,000 paperless accounts

Down DOW Dummy
prev. trading day

1

2007‐2008
2

2007
3

‐0.0171***

6

2008
7

(0.0002)

8

9

10

11

12

‐0.0172*** ‐0.0096***

(0.0002)

(0.0002)

‐0.0098***

(0.0002)

(0.0002)

‐0.0172***

‐0.0193***

‐0.0066***

(0.0002)

(0.0002)

(0.0002)

prev. 20 trading days

‐0.0181***

‐0.0175***

‐0.0037***

(0.0002)

(0.0002)

(0.0002)

4 days prior to last trading day
15 days prior to last 5 trading days
Constant

5

‐0.0162*** ‐0.0192***

(0.0002)

prev. 5 trading days

4

‐0.0088***

‐0.0090***

‐0.0005***

(0.0001)

(0.0002)

(0.0001)

‐0.0125***

‐0.0175***

0.0051***

(0.0002)

(0.0002)

(0.0002)

0.1543*** 0.1544*** 0.1555*** 0.1646*** 0.1660*** 0.1661*** 0.1652*** 0.1756*** 0.1391*** 0.1373*** 0.1358*** 0.1362***

Day of Week Dummy
2

R

2

Adusted R
N
* clustred SE in parentheses
* p<.10, ** p<.05, *** p<.01

(0.0007)

(0.0007)

(0.0007)

(0.0008)

(0.0008)

(0.0008)

(0.0008)

(0.0008)

(0.0007)

(0.0007)

(0.0007)

(0.0007)

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

0.01

0.01

0.01

0.01

0.01

0.01

0.01

0.01

0.01

0.01

0.01

0.01

0.01

0.01

0.01

0.01

0.01

0.01

0.01

0.01

0.01

0.01

0.01

0.01

44418050

44418050

44418050

44418050

22038434

22038434

22038434

22038434

22379616

22379616

22379616

22379616
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Table 6
Correlations between Measures of Individual Investor "Ostrichness"
Daily, Weekly, and Monthly Indicators of Market Change

day
week
month

Simple Correlation
day
week
month

Spearman Correlation
day
week
month

1
.61
.64

1
.47
.50

1
.79

1

1
0.65

1
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Table 7
The Likelihood of Logins and the Returns on the DOW
OLS Regressions Results, 2007‐2008, 100,000 401k paperless accounts

1

2

3

0.3441***
(0.0041)

da i l y % cha nge i n dow
da i l y % cha nge i n dow s qua re
(da i l y % cha nge i n dow) * UP
2

(da i l y % cha nge i n dow) * UP
(da i l y % cha nge i n dow) * DOWN
2

(da i l y % cha nge i n dow) * DOWN
da i l y dow down dummy
Cons ta nt
Da y of Week Dummy
R

2

Adus ted R

2

N

‐0.1914***
(0.0149)
2.9192***
(0.1324)
1.8393***
(0.0205)
26.0407***
(0.2522)

‐0.5231***
(0.0168)
5.9636***
(0.1443)
1.3398***
(0.0180)
19.6117***
(0.2272)
‐0.0108***
(0.0002)
0.1454*** 0.1512*** 0.1563***
(0.0007) (0.0007)
(0.0007)
Yes
Yes
Yes
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
44418050 44418050 44418050

* clustered SE in parentheses
* p<.10, ** p<.05, *** p<.01
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Table 8
Friday Market Returns and the (log of) Number of Logins on Sunday
for Investors who Logged‐in on Saturday

% Change in the DOW on Friday

1
2.863**
(1.122)

8.008***
(0.017)

2
1.876
(1.146)
1.235***
(0.462)
8.011***
(0.016)

1.479***
(0.441)
8.011***
(0.017)

0.06
92

0.12
92

0.10
92

% Change in the DOW over the week
Constant
2

Adjusted R
N
* Standard Errors in parentheses
*p<.10, **p<.05, ***p<.01

3
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Table 9
Market Related News, the VIX, and Logins*
OLS Regressions Results
Panel Data, 2007‐2008, 100,000 401k paperless accounts
1
2
3
4
‐0.017*** ‐0.017*** ‐0.014*** ‐0.014***
(0.000)
(0.000)
(0.000)
(0.000)

da i l y dow down dummy

5

6

0.344*** 0.298***
(0.004)
(0.004)

da i l y % cha nge i n dow
(da i l y % cha nge i n dow) * UP
2

(da i l y % cha nge i n dow) * UP
(da i l y % cha nge i n dow) * DOWN
2

(da i l y % cha nge i n dow) * DOWN

News Counts (NYT & WSJ)
VIX
Cons ta nt
Da y of Week Dummy
R

2

Adus ted R

7
8
‐0.011*** ‐0.005***
(0.000)
(0.000)

2

N

0.003***
(0.000)

0.006***
(0.000)
‐0.001*** ‐0.001***
(0.000)
(0.000)
0.154*** 0.147*** 0.172*** 0.162***
(0.001)
(0.001)
(0.001)
(0.001)
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
44418050 42286658 44418050 42286658

0.006***
(0.000)
‐0.001***
(0.000)
0.145*** 0.155***
(0.001)
(0.001)
Yes
Yes
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
44418050 42286658

‐0.523*** 0.293***
(0.017)
(0.012)
5.964*** 2.145***
(0.144)
(0.129)
1.340*** 0.877***
(0.018)
(0.014)
19.612*** 20.881***
(0.227)
(0.225)
0.005***
(0.000)
‐0.001***
(0.000)
0.156*** 0.163***
(0.001)
(0.001)
Yes
Yes
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
44418050 42286658

* p<.10, ** p<.05, *** p<.01
*Dependent Va ri a bl e: 0/1 i f the i nves tor l ogged‐i n to thei r a ccount
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Table 10
The Likelihood of a Login, Investors Characteristics, and Market Conditions
OLS Regressions Results
Panel Data, 2007-2008, 100,000 401k paperless accounts

DOW down dummy
If Female
Age on 12/31/08 (/10)
Age

1
2
3
‐0.0171*** ‐0.0172*** ‐0.0158***
(0.0002)
(0.0002)
(0.0002)
‐0.0508*** ‐0.0454***
(0.0014)
(0.0014)
‐0.0801*** ‐0.0843***
(0.0058)
(0.0058)

4
0.0079**
(0.0031)
‐0.0500***
(0.0015)
‐0.0815***
(0.0060)

0.0108***
(0.0008)
‐0.0500***
(0.0015)
‐0.0809***
(0.0058)

0.0020**
(0.0009)
‐0.0500***
(0.0015)
‐0.0809***
(0.0058)

0.0110***
(0.0006)
‐0.0080***
(0.0014)

0.0107***
(0.0007)
‐0.0101***
(0.0014)
0.0010***
(0.0001)
‐0.0131***
(0.0025)
0.1216***
(0.0032)
0.0096***
(0.0004)
‐0.0059***
(0.0014)

0.0106***
(0.0006)
‐0.0100***
(0.0014)
0.0010***
(0.0001)
‐0.0131***
(0.0025)
0.1216***
(0.0032)
0.0096***
(0.0004)
‐0.0072***
(0.0002)

0.0106***
(0.0006)
‐0.0100***
(0.0014)
0.0010***
(0.0001)
‐0.0073***
(0.0025)
0.0644***
(0.0029)
0.0099***
(0.0004)
‐0.0073***
(0.0002)

‐0.0001
(0.0002)
0.0002
(0.0004)
‐0.0002***
(0.0000)
0.0292***
(0.0006)

‐0.0002***
(0.0000)
0.0292***
(0.0006)

0.1543*** 0.2992*** 0.1903*** 0.1799*** 0.1785***
(0.0007)
(0.0129)
(0.0134)
(0.0140)
(0.0135)
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

‐0.0002***
(0.0000)
0.0288***
(0.0007)
0.0061***
(0.0001)
‐0.0009***
(0.0000)
0.0004***
(0.0000)
0.2437***
(0.0133)
Yes

0.01
44418050

0.02
38388356

2

College
Account Balance (10,000)
Percent Bonds
AccountMonthly Return

0.0106***
(0.0006)
‐0.0100***
(0.0014)
0.0009***
(0.0000)
0.0009
(0.0024)
0.1226***
(0.0032)

(Dow-down)*Female
(Dow-down)*Age
(Dow-down)*Age

2

(Dow-down)*College
(Dow-down)*account Balance
(Dow-down)*(Percent Bonds)

5

News Counts (NYT &WSJ)
VIX
(Dow-down)*VIX
Constant
Day of Week Dummy
2

Adjusted R
N
* clustred SE in parentheses
* p<.10, ** p<.05, *** p<.01

0.02
40323260

0.02
40323260

0.02
40323260

0.02
40323260

6
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Table 11
The Likelihood of a Login, Investors Characteristics, and Market Conditions
Fixed Effects OLS Regression Results
Panel Data, 2007-2008, 100,000 401k paperless accounts

DOW down dummy
Account Balance (10,000)
AccountMonthly Return
Percent Bonds
(Dow‐down)*account Balance

1
2
3
4
5
‐0.0172*** ‐0.0170*** ‐0.0158*** ‐0.0170*** ‐0.0108***
(0.0001)
(0.0001)
(0.0001)
(0.0001)
(0.0001)
0.0021***
0.0019***
(0.0000)
(0.0000)
0.1318***
0.1084***
(0.0009)
(0.0010)
‐0.0349*** ‐0.0301***
(0.0004)
(0.0004)
‐0.0003***
(0.0000)

(Dow‐down)*(Percent Bonds)

6
‐0.0203***
(0.0001)
0.0017***
(0.0000)
0.1058***
(0.0010)
‐0.0402***
(0.0004)

0.0200***
(0.0003)

7
‐0.0155***
(0.0001)
0.0019***
(0.0000)
0.1068***
(0.0010)
‐0.0412***
(0.0004)
‐0.0004***
(0.0000)
0.0220***
(0.0003)

0.0329***
(0.0010)
Yes
0.01
44418050

0.0301***
(0.0010)
Yes
0.01
44418050

News Counts (NYT &WSJ)
VIX
(Dow‐down)*VIX
Constant
Day of Week Dummy
Adjusted R2
N

0.1545***
(0.0001)
Yes
0.01
44418050

0.1242***
(0.0002)
Yes
0.01
44418050

0.0234***
(0.0009)
Yes
0.01
44418050

0.1623***
(0.0001)
Yes
0.01
44418050

0.0261***
(0.0010)
Yes
0.01
44418050

8
‐0.0250***
(0.0002)
0.0014***
(0.0000)
0.0655***
(0.0011)
‐0.0273***
(0.0004)
‐0.0004***
(0.0000)
0.0210***
(0.0004)
0.0061***
(0.0000)
‐0.0009***
(0.0000)
0.0004***
(0.0000)
0.0820***
(0.0012)
Yes
0.01
42286658

* Standard errors in parentheses

* p<.10, ** p<.05, *** p<.01
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Table 12
Ostrich Classification of Investors with Zero-Equity Accounts
1+ million Vanguard accounts, 2007-2009
Full Sample
Ostrich
Freq.
No (β>0)
Yes (β<0)
No logins
Total

22,122
16,915
27,431
66,468

Percent
33.28
25.45
41.27
100

Only Significant
Coefficients
Freq.
Percent
1,148
559
n.a
1,707

67.25
32.75
n.a.
100
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Table 13a
Mean Number of Days with Logins & Days with Trading
by Investor ostrich tendencies

Investor Type
Ostrich
Moderately‐Ostrich
Moderately‐Anti‐Ostrich
Anti‐Ostrich
The Rest
Total

Days with
Logins
179.6
103.1
59.3
89.0
71.7
85.2

Days with
Trading
3.6
2.2
1.7
2.0
1.8
2.0

Table 13b
Mean Number of Days with Logins & Days with Trading
by Investor tendency to trade on up or down days

Trade Down
Moderately‐Trade Down
Moderately‐Trade Up
Trade Up
The Rest
Total

Days with
Logins
155.0
99.6
123.5
183.5
115.5
85.2

Days with
Trading
10.7
3.0
4.0
12.1
4.1
2.0
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Table 14
Distribution of Investors by their Level of “Ostrichness” and Their Tendency to Trade
Conditional on Market Trend (Up or Down)

Ostrich
Moderately‐Ostrich
Moderately‐Anti‐Ostrich
Anti‐Ostrich
Never logged
The rest
Total

Significant (|t|>2)
Trade
Trade
Down
Up
88
117
86
61
135
20
42
5
1
2
390
148
742
353

Moderate (1<|t|<2)
Trade
Trade
Down
Up
1,371
1,282
1,725
1,318
2,241
513
667
96
73
21
7,611
3,351
13,688
6,581

Never
traded
3,619
7,124
7,173
1,281
2,463
27,172
48,832

The
rest
Total
4,485 10,962
4,954 15,268
3,494 13,576
809
2,900
173
2,733
15,889 54,561
29,804 100,000
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Average Number of Individuals That Logged-In
by Day of Week
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Figure 3
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Figure 4(a)

Figure 4(b)
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Figure 5(a)
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Figure 6(a)

Figure 6(b)
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Figure 7

The DOW and the Number of Individuals Logging In & Trading
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Figure 8(a)

Figure 8(b)
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Figure 9
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